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Parallel electric fields in the upward current region of the aurora: Indirect
and direct observations
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In this article we present electric field, magnetic field, and charged particle observations from the
upward current region of the aurora focusing on the structure of electric fields at the boundary
between the auroral cavity and the ionosphere. Over 100 high-resolution measurements of the
auroral cavity that were taken by the Fast Auroral Snapshot~FAST! satellite are included in this
study. The observations support earlier models of the auroral zone that held that quasi-static parallel
electric fields are the primary acceleration mechanism. In addition to the statistical study, several
examples of direct observations of the parallel electric fields at the low-altitude boundary of the
auroral cavity are put forth. These observations suggest that the parallel electric fields at the
boundary between the auroral cavity and the ionosphere are self-consistently supported as oblique
double layers. ©2002 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1499120#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Our purpose in this article is to give a detailed statisti
account of the electric fields in the upward current region
the aurora as observed by the Fast Auroral Snapshot~FAST!
satellite and to present new observations of parallel elec
fields and charged particle distributions at the ionosph
boundary of the auroral cavity. Many of the most conspic
ous findings from the FAST satellite on the upward curr
region have been reported earlier1–7 based on event analyse
and small-sample surveys. We verify many of these findi
with a large-sample study and, from that large-sample stu
identify several instances of direct observations of the pa
lel electric field and examine the electric field signals a
accompanying charged particle distributions in detail.

Parallel electric fields in the upward current region of t
aurora were first inferred from studies of electr
distributions8 and in observations of ion beams.9 The detec-
tion of converging electric field structures coined ‘‘electr
static shocks’’ by the S3-3 satellite10,11 and the Viking
satellite12 provided strong evidence of quasi-static, para
electric fields in the upward current region of the aurora. T
correlation of anti-earthward ion beams with electrosta
shocks11,13 and the quantitative agreement between the
beam energies and the inferred parallel potential of the c
verging electric field structures14,15 established that paralle
electric fields are the primary mechanism for the accelera
of charged particles in the auroral region.

Although it has been established that a parallel elec
field can drive a current in a magnetic mirror geometry,16 a
theoretical understanding of how parallel electric fields
self-consistently supported in a collisionless plasma has
been established.17 Theoretical treatments and models i

a!Also at the Department of Astrophysical and Planetary Sciences.
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clude weak double layers,18 strong double layers,19–22

anomalous resistivity,23 and parallel electric fields associate
with ion cyclotron waves.24 Another approach based on th
Alfvén–Fälthammar equations25 suggests that more distrib
uted electric fields are possible.

There also is no generally accepted model of how pa
lel electric fields are distributed along the flux tube betwe
the plasma sheet and the ionosphere. S3-3 and subse
satellite missions established that the auroral electron ac
eration is a near Earth process, usually less than 8000 k
altitude, the S3-3 apogee.13 Polar observations determine
that the majority of auroral acceleration is below 2RE in
altitude.26 The results of the Dynamics Explorer mission27–29

and sounding rocket studies30 suggested that there are tw
acceleration layers. FAST observations support the Dyn
ics Explorer studies and have identified a low altitude acc
eration region.6 Recent quasi-neutral modeling efforts co
roborate the observationally-based model of two or m
acceleration regions.31

Direct measurements of the parallel electric field in t
upward current region32 show amplitudes on the order of 10
mV/m suggesting strong double layers.19 Observations in the
downward current region33–35 have conclusively determine
that the parallel electric fields in that region are supported
least in part, by strong double layers. We examine new e
tric field observations and the electron and ion distributio
of the upward current region and suggest that the para
electric field at the ionospheric boundary of the auroral c
ity is self-consistently supported as an oblique double lay

II. CURRENT OBSERVATIONAL UNDERSTANDING

We begin with a review of the prior modeling of th
electric field structure of the aurora. Figure 1 depicts a tw
dimensional, static model of the auroral potential struct
that has emerged over years of research.36 The auroral zone
5 © 2002 American Institute of Physics
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is bounded at high altitude by hot (Te;0.5 keV), tenuous
(ne;1 cm23) magnetospheric plasma and at low altitude
cold (Te;0.2 keV), more dense (ne;105 cm23) iono-
spheric plasma that exhibits a finite conductivity. The n
vertical dashed lines in Fig. 1 represent the Earth’s magn
field ~B! which supports a mirror ratio between the magne
sphere and the ionosphere of roughly 400. The solid li
represent equipotential contours which embody a para
electric field in the auroral acceleration region. The upw
parallel electric field creates an anti-earthward ion beam
accelerates electrons earthward which, in turn, produce
ible arcs.

Figure 1 reflects the concept that the parallel elec
fields of the upward current region are confined to two
more layers27,31with the auroral cavity lying in between. Th
region below the low-altitude parallel electric field (Ei) is
dominated by ionospheric plasma. The ionospheric elec
distribution includes precipitating electrons and their mirr
ing counterpart, auroral secondaries, and scattered prim
as well as a cold, dense population. The ionospheric ion
tribution is a cold (;1 eV), gravitationally-bound combina
tion of primarily O1 and H1 with He1 as a minor constitu-
ent. The ion distributions are modified by perpendicular~to
B! heating from plasma waves and low-frequency turbule
associated with the precipitating electrons. Inside the aur
cavity, the majority populations are electrons of magne

FIG. 1. A cartoon model of the upward current region of the aurora. T
above model incorporates the concept of two regions of parallel ele
fields.
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spheric origin and, often, ions of ionospheric origin. The i
beam in the auroral cavity is strongly modified by larg
amplitude ion cyclotron waves, low-frequency turbulenc
and ion phase-space holes. The auroral cavity also is
source region for auroral kilometric radiation~AKR!. A no-
table finding is that there is little or no cold electron popu
tion within the auroral cavity.4,5,7 Above the high-altitude
parallel electric field, the magnetospheric plasma controls
electrodynamics.

Figure 2 displays plasma observations within the auro
acceleration region. The observations were made by
FAST Satellite. Similar presentations1,2,6 have been made
and instrument descriptions37,38 have been reported, so ou
presentation is brief.

The horizontal axis in Fig. 2 represents 15 s of the ne
midnight auroral zone at;4000 km altitude. The satellite
was moving from south to north through the auroral zo
~see Fig. 1! during which it traversed approximately 80 km
The top panel, Fig. 2~a!, displays the measuredEi filtered to
a 10 Hz bandwidth. A wide band signal~;16 kHz, displayed
later for other auroral crossings! typically has ion cyclotron
waves with amplitudes on the order of 100 mV/m. The
signal is, within error, zero along the flight path.

e
ic
FIG. 2. ~Color! High-time resolution observations of the auroral cavity
the upward current region.~a! Ei at a 10 Hz bandwidth.~b! E' at a 10 Hz
bandwidth.~c! Electron energy flux, summed over all pitch angles, vers
energy and time at 79 ms resolution.~d! Ion energy flux, summed over al
pitch angles, versus energy and time.~e! The circles are the energy at whic
the ion fluxes peak (j I). The solid line isF, the parallel potential inferred
from the electric field observations@see Eq.~1!#.
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcr.jsp
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3687Phys. Plasmas, Vol. 9, No. 9, September 2002 Parallel electric fields in the upward current region . . .
Figure 2~b! plots the dc electric field perpendicular toB
in the direction closest to the spacecraft velocity~positive is
mostly northward and nearly parallel to the satellite’s velo
ity!. The large positive excursion at;22:20:01 UT is fol-
lowed by a large negative deflection at;22:20:08 UT. This
signature is characteristic of a converging electric field str
ture as diagrammed in Fig. 1. Such electric field structu
imply that an upward parallel electric field is located ear
ward of the spacecraft.

The electron energy flux is plotted in Fig. 2~c!. The ver-
tical axis represents energy and the color represents ele
energy flux summed over all pitch angles. One can se
clear peak in energy flux at energies between 2 keV an
keV throughout the plot. The electron fluxes are relativ
evenly distributed in pitch angle~not displayed! except for a
loss-cone at 180°~anti-earthward!. The net motion of the
electrons is therefore earthward so these fluxes are ident
as precipitating electrons that may create visible auroral a

Panel 2~d! displays the ion energy flux in the same fo
mat. An ion beam stands out at roughly 1–2 keV travel
anti-earthward. From;22:20:01 UT until;22:20:08 UT,
there are downward~earthward! accelerated electrons and a
up-going~anti-earthward! ion beam. The energy of the pea
electron fluxes decreases but remains at several kilov
when the ion beam is present, so we conclude that there
parallel electric field both above and below the spacecr
Figure 1 suggests a possible path of the spacecraft thoug
auroral model that would yield a similar, albeit less-comp
rendering of the observations in Fig. 2.

The bottom panel, Fig. 2~e!, plots the ion beam energ
~j I circles! and the inferred parallel potential~F!. The ion
beam energy (j I5eC/J) is derived from the ratio of the
energy flux~C! to the current density (J) for each of the
measured ion distributions in Fig. 1~d!. Plasma sheet ion
~highest energy! are excluded in determiningj I . The in-
ferred parallel potential is derived by integrating the o
served electric field from the left edge of the plot (t0

522:19:57 UT) whereF is assumed to be zero:

F~ t !5E
to

t

„E~ t8!2EI…•nscdt8, ~1!

where nsc is the spacecraft velocity.EI , 10 mV/m in this
example, is an estimate of a constant ionospheric elec
field projected to the altitude of the spacecraft that is requ
to best fit F to the ion beam energy. The implied parall
potential and the ion beam energy are within;50% when
the ion beam energy was greater than 100 eV. The agree
between the two quantities implies that the ion beam is
ergized by a parallel electric field that is static for more th
8 s, providing strong, indirect evidence of quasi-static, p
allel electric fields.

III. STATISTICAL STUDIES: INDIRECT OBSERVATIONS

One-hundred high-resolution snapshots of the aurora
gion were examined with the same techniques that were u
in the above example. One of main objectives of the stu
besides searching for direct observations of parallel elec
fields, was to determine a statistical relationship between
Downloaded 20 Jun 2003 to 128.32.147.66. Redistribution subject to AI
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ion beam energy (j I) and the implied parallel potential~F!
that is determined from the measured electric field. For e
of the orbits a procedure was executed to determinej I at 79
ms intervals~the standard ‘‘burst’’ resolution of the FAST
particle detectors! and the corresponding value ofF. The
selected events were all in the near-midnight region, endu
between 2 s and 20 s, and had verifiable electric fields~e.g.,
the instrument was in the proper biasing state, not satura
and was not acquiring data during a terminator crossin!.
The events were selected by inspecting 5 s resolution ion
spectrograms for evidence of anti-earthward ion beams, t
for example, strong field-aligned electron precipitati
events during substorm expansions were often not inclu
because of no clear ion beam signature. The results are
restricted to altitudes of less than 4,175 km, the apogee of
FAST satellite, and to periods when the FAST satellite was
‘‘burst’’ mode,38 so high-resolution data are available.

EI is constant and is determined by two method
Method 1, the ‘‘least-squares’’ method, determinesEI with a
least-squares fit betweenF andj I . Method 2, the ‘‘forced-
zero’’ method, determinesEI by forcingF50 at both edges
of the ion beam. Method 2 requires that high-resolution d
are available for both edges of the ion beam, so the
studies did not use the same set of auroral crossings. In
case didEI exceed 60 mV/m.

Figure 3 plots a summary of the results of 100 auro
cavity events which includes more than 10,000 ion distrib
tions. In Figs. 3~a! and 3~b!, the horizontal axis representsj I

and the vertical axis representsF. Only samples withj I

.100 eV and peak energy fluxes greater th
106 cm22 s21 sr21 were considered. Figure 3~a! shows a lin-
ear agreement of the two quantities over two orders of m
nitude with a standard deviation of 28%. The example in F
2 has a standard deviation of 36%, so it is slightly worse th
a ‘‘typical’’ example. Other examples can be found in Fig
4–6. The linear agreement is somewhat forced by the se
tion of the free parameterEI . It is of importance, then, tha
EI is always within observed values of the ionospheric el
tric fields.

Figure 3~c! is a histogram of the standard deviation
each of the 100 auroral cavity events:

Errn5
~j In2eFn!

j In
.

The histogram in Fig. 3~c! has a nearly Gaussian shape, i
dicating that the differences between the integrated elec
field and the ion beam energy are somewhat random. Th
are several possible sources that could contribute to th
differences. The values ofj I have a larger scatter about th
mean or ‘‘noise’’ than doesF @e.g., Fig. 2~e! from 22:20:00
UT to 22:20:01 UT#. This noise inj I produces part of the
28% standard deviation. The ‘‘noise’’ inj I is partly statistical
~e.g., the square root of total counts! but may be also due to
strong wave–particle interactions which is discussed late
this article. There are also offsets betweenj I and F that
endure for several seconds. For example, between 22:2
UT and 22:20:04 UT in Fig. 2~b!, F averages;1500 V
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcr.jsp
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3688 Phys. Plasmas, Vol. 9, No. 9, September 2002 Ergun et al.
FIG. 3. The results of a statistica
study comparing energy at which th
ion fluxes peak (j I) to the inferred po-
tential from the electric field measure
ment @F, see Eq.~1!#. ~a! A scatter
plot of 12,571 individual ion distribu-
tions in which the ionospheric electric
field was determined by a least
squares fit betweenj I and F. ~b! A
scatter plot of 15,637 individual ion
distributions in which the ionospheric
electric field was determined by forc
ing F50 at the edge of the ion beam
~c! A histogram of the standard devia
tion from a linear fit. The near-
Gaussian distribution indicates ran
dom errors of;28%. ~d! A histogram
of the ionospheric electric fields.
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whereasj I averages;1100 eV. The longer-term offset in
this example could be caused by a localized ionosph
electric field of;50 mV/m or by a temporal change in th
electric field structure.

Figure 3~b! shows the same linear agreement as in F
3~a! and a nearly similar standard deviation (;30%). In
Method 2,EI is determined only from the end points of th
ion beam and the linear agreement is not ‘‘forced’’ as in
least-squares method. A histogram ofEI is plotted in Fig.
3~d!. The histogram shows a somewhat random distribut
with none of the absolute values exceeding 60 mV/m.

Figure 3 demonstrates via two methods a linear ag
ment between the ion beam energy (j I) and the integrated
electric field~F! with a roughly 30% standard deviation. Th
auroral model predicts thatF andj I are equal if the electric
field is static and the ionospheric electric field is zero. W
conclude that the FAST observations lend compelling s
port to the auroral model of quasi-static parallel elect
fields. This larger study supports the earlier reports on FA
satellite observations that were based on small-survey re
and single-event analysis.1,2,6

IV. DIRECT OBSERVATIONS OF THE PARALLEL
ELECTRIC FIELD AT THE IONOSPHERIC BOUNDARY
OF THE AURORAL CAVITY

The statistical study, while providing conclusive indire
evidence that parallel electric fields are the primary accel
Downloaded 20 Jun 2003 to 128.32.147.66. Redistribution subject to AI
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tion mechanism, do not yet explain the distribution of t
parallel electric fields along the magnetic flux tube nor h
they are self-consistently supported. Here, we put forth s
eral examples of direct observations of parallel electric fie
and the accompanying charged particle observations
suggest a localized structure at the ionospheric boundar
the auroral cavity.

A. Direct observations of E ¸

Figures 4–6 display five auroral cavity observatio
chosen from the 100-event study. Figures 4 and 5 have
same format used in Fig. 2. Figure 6 has two additio
panels which are discussed later. The events were sele
because they all display parallel electric fields greater t
100 mV/m that can be validated.

Validation of the parallel electric fields involves sever
steps. The instrument is confirmed to be satisfactorily op
ating in the proper biasing state. None of the individu
probes can be saturated and the spacecraft cannot be c
ing modes, magnetically torquing, or crossing the termina
The parallel electric field is derived with two different tec
niques in the cases where the data are available~orbits 1800
and higher!. One technique uses the individual signals fro
four probes that form a tetrahedron.38 Three of the probes are
;28 m from the spacecraft and in the spacecraft spin pla
The fourth probe is;4 m from the spacecraft along the sp
axis. Ei is calculated from the dot product of the vect
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcr.jsp
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FIG. 4. ~Color! Two examples of the parallel electric field at the ionospheric boundary of the auroral cavity. The display is similar to that in Fig. 2.~a, aa! Ei .
~b, bb! E' . ~c, cc! Electron energy flux versus energy and time at 79 ms resolution.~d, dd! Ion energy flux versus energy and time.~e, ee! A comparison of
the energy at which the ion fluxes peak (j I) andF, the integrated electric field along the spacecraft path.
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electric field derived in the rotating frame of the spacecr
from the four probes and the measured magnetic field in
rotating frame of the spacecraft. The spin tone and sec
harmonic is then removed from the signal. We label t
signal from the mathematical derivation,E•B/uBu.

The second technique uses only the spin-plane pro
~all 28 m from the spacecraft!, and assumes the electric fie
along the spin axis is zero. Since the magnetic field is wit
6° of the spin plane of the spacecraft, the contribution of
short, 4 m axis should be small. We call this signalE nearB.
Comparing the two signals derived by the two different te
niques is essentially a test that the short~4 m! axis does not
dominate the parallel electric field signal and that a sig
detected inE near B is not from an extremely large field
along the spacecraft axis. The parallel electric field is v
dated if both signals exceeded 100 mV/m and do not di
by more than 50 mV/m. Finally, the root-mean-square va
of the parallel electric field signal~at a 10 Hz bandwidth!
over a 30 s–60 s period surrounding the event must be
than 25 mV/m.

Of the 100 auroral cavity crossings that were examin
the parallel electric fields in 84 crossings were, within err
zero~error levels were between620 mV/m and650 mV/m,
depending on the plasma parameters!. Five of the auroral
crossings ~all displayed! have validated parallel electri
fields greater than 100 mV/m. One crossing, Fig. 6, has
parallel electric field events. The remaining 11 events did
Downloaded 20 Jun 2003 to 128.32.147.66. Redistribution subject to AI
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have a valid parallel electric field greater than 100 mV/m n
could we verify that the signal was, within error, zero. W
caution the reader not to draw strong statistical conclusi
since the number of validated events depends on the va
tion process. Furthermore, naturally occurring parallel el
tric fields that have amplitudes less than the accuracy of
measurement (,20– 50 mV/m) would be considered to b
zero, so such fields are not included in this study.

The parallel electric field signals in Figs. 4 and 6 show
brief negative excursion~negative is upward in the norther
hemisphere! at the boundary of the auroral cavity. Th
.100 mV/m parallel electric fields appear in regions
strong field-aligned currents at the edge of the ion beam
abruptly emerges~or abruptly vanishes!, and occur in con-
junction with a significantE' . The amplitude ofEi has been
observed to be as high as 300 mV/m. An accurate rela
velocity between the structure and the spacecraft has
been established in any of the examples so the net pote
of the parallel electric field is unknown. These observatio
are similar in amplitude, duration, and position~at the edge
of the ion beam! as those reported from Polar.32 Observations
in Figs. 4–6 are from the northern hemisphere whereas
published Polar observations32 are from the southern hemi
sphere; hence the difference in sign. The large amplitude
the short duration ofEi suggest oblique double layers ma
be present at the ionospheric boundary of the auro
cavity.19–22
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcr.jsp
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FIG. 5. ~Color! Two examples of the parallel electric fields in the auroral cavity.~a, aa! Ei . ~b, bb! E' . ~c, cc! Electron energy flux versus energy and tim
at 79 ms resolution.~d, dd! Ion energy flux versus energy and time.~e, ee! A comparison of the energy at which the ion fluxes peak (j I) andF, the integrated
electric field along the spacecraft path.
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An interesting feature, also visible in the examples pu
lished from Polar observations,32 is the asymmetry inEi . Ei

rises abruptly to its maximum value on the ionospheric s
and displays a less abrupt decay back to zero once the
beam appears. The signals display a higher level of tur
lence on the auroral cavity side. This asymmetry may give
excellent clue to the self-consistent nature ofEi which we
discuss in a separate article.39

The two examples in Fig. 5 somewhat differ from tho
in Figs. 4 and 6 and those observed by Polar.32 The parallel
electric field in the orbit 1849 crossing, Fig. 5~a! ~some of
these data were previously published1! indicates a wave-like
structure abruptly ending at the ionospheric boundary of
auroral cavity~10:11:26.0 UT to 10:11:27.5 UT!. There is no
detectable~;2 nT resolution! magnetic signature, so we su
mise that an electrostatic structure such as an ion ph
space hole40 is growing at the cavity boundary or travelin
along the cavity boundary. Interestingly, the integrated e
tric field and the peak energy of the ion beam@Fig. 5~e!#
agree from the left side of the plot until the wave event
seen at;10:11:27 UT, after which they diverge. The wav
like electrostatic structure may have significantly altered
large-scale potential structure during this event.

The parallel electric field during orbit 1858, Fig. 5~aa!, at
first glace, appears inside of the auroral cavity rather tha
the ionospheric boundary. A close examination, however,
veals that the peak energy of the ion fluxes decrea
Downloaded 20 Jun 2003 to 128.32.147.66. Redistribution subject to AI
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abruptly and falls nearly to zero at the right edge of t
parallel electric field as seen in Figs. 5~dd! and 5~ee! at
;06:06:57 UT. One could interpret the period betwe
06:06:57 UT and 06:07:00 UT as a separate auroral cav
Thus, the example in orbit 1858 does not differ dramatica
from the events in Figs. 4 and 6 or the Polar observati
that are at the edge of the auroral cavity.

B. Plasma waves

The plasma waves at the ionospheric boundary of
auroral cavity can be important in determining the se
consistent nature ofEi . Figure 6~e! displays the wave elec
tric field spectral power density as a function of frequen
~40 Hz–16 kHz at 40 Hz resolution! and time~0.5 s resolu-
tion!. A clear change in the nature of the plasma waves
seen at the boundaries of the auroral cavity at 04:59:53
and at 05:00:10 UT. Inside the auroral cavity, strong turb
lence is primarily below the H1 cyclotron frequency, the
white line in Fig. 6~e!, whereas quasi-electrostatic whistl
waves with frequencies just above the lower hybrid f
quency dominate the power outside of the cavity.

Figure 7 plots an expanded view~5 s! of the ionospheric
boundary on the right-hand side of Fig. 6 where the FA
satellite was in ‘‘burst’’ mode acquiring high-time resolutio
data. The top two panels, Figures 7~a! and 7~b!, displayEi

and E' at ;16 kHz bandwidth in black and at;10 Hz
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcr.jsp
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3691Phys. Plasmas, Vol. 9, No. 9, September 2002 Parallel electric fields in the upward current region . . .
bandwidth in red. An omni-directional spectra~the combined
spectra ofEi and E'! is displayed in Fig. 7~e!. The two
wide-band traces and the wave spectra illustrate the di
ence in the nature of the plasma waves between the au
cavity and the ionosphere. The intense turbulence insid
the auroral cavity on the left side of Figs. 7~a!, 7~b!, and 7~e!
has characteristic frequencies less than;200 Hz, the H1
cyclotron frequency. The characteristic frequencies rise
.1 kHz outside the cavity~right-hand side!. Within the au-
roral cavity, ion phase-space holes are often seen embe

FIG. 6. ~Color! Parallel electric fields at the ionospheric boundary on b
sides of the auroral cavity.~a! Ei at a 10 Hz bandwidth.~b! E' at a 10 Hz
bandwidth.~c! Electron energy flux versus energy and time at 316 ms re
lution. ~d! Ion energy flux versus energy and time at 316 ms resolution.~e!
The omni-directional wave spectral power density as a function of
quency and time. The y-axis spans 40 Hz to 16 kHz in frequency at 40
resolution. Each spectra averages over 0.5 s. The white line is the H1 cy-
clotron frequency.~f! A comparison of the energy at which the ion fluxe
peak (j I) and the integrated electric field along the spacecraft path.~g! The
plasma density as determined from the;5 eV to 30 keV ion distribution
~red trace! and the energetic (.100 eV) electron distribution~blue trace!.
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in the low-frequency turbulence. Figure 8 displays the bip
lar Ei signature of a pair of ion phase-space holes6,40 seen
inside of the auroral cavity of the orbit 1944 event.

C. Plasma density

A significant change in plasma density is seen at
ionospheric boundary in Figs. 6 and 7. Figure 6~g! plots the
plasma density derived from two different techniques. T
red trace represents the plasma density derived from the

-

-
z

FIG. 7. ~Color! An expanded view of the right-hand boundary of the auro
cavity from Fig. 6. ~a! Ei at a 10 Hz bandwidth~red! and at a 16 kHz
bandwidth ~black!. ~b! E' at a 10 Hz bandwidth~red! and at a 16 kHz
bandwidth~black!. ~c! Electron energy flux versus energy and time at 79
resolution.~d! Ion energy flux versus energy and time at 79 ms resoluti
~e! The omni-directional wave spectral power density as a function of
quency and time. The y-axis spans 40 Hz to 16 kHz in frequency at 40
resolution. Each spectra averages over 128 ms.~f! A comparison of the
energy at which the ion fluxes peak (j I) and the integrated electric field
along the spacecraft path.~g! The plasma density as determined from the i
distribution ~red trace!, the energetic electron distribution~blue trace!, and
from characteristics of the wave emissions~circles!.
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distribution which measured from;5 eV to 25 keV fluxes.
The derived densities assumed a H1 plasma. The blue trace
is the plasma density derived from the energetic p
(.100 eV) of the electron distribution. At energies less th
;100 eV, spacecraft photoelectrons dominate the meas
electron distribution so these data are discarded. The pla
densities derived from the two different techniques ag
within the auroral cavity indicating an average density
;0.4 cm23. At the boundaries of the cavity, a steep gradie
results in an increase in plasma density as measured by
ion distribution. Outside the cavity, the density derived fro
the ‘‘hot’’ ( .100 eV) electron distributions do not agre
with the ion density indicating a substantial ‘‘cold
(,100 eV) electron population.

Figure 7~g! plots the densities derived from the ion an
electron distributions at higher time resolution than in F
6~g! and includes the plasma density~circles! estimated from
the plasma cutoff or a fit of the ratioEi

2(v)/E'
2 (v) to the

whistler dispersion.4,5 The values are plotted only if a clea
plasma cutoff or a good fit to the whistler dispersion
found. This estimate of plasma density is accurate to with
factor of 2. One can see that both the ion density and
density derived from the wave dispersion indicate a sign
cant increase in plasma density, about a factor of 10, betw
the auroral cavity and the ionosphere. The two densities
fer by a factor of 2 for a short period outside the cav
(;05:00:10.7 UT–;05:00:11.4 UT) which may be due t
an O1 population or to L-mode or electron acoustic wav
corrupting the wave-dispersion fits. Inspection of the 1
auroral cavity events indicates that such density gradients
characteristic of the ionospheric boundary of the auroral c
ity.

D. Electron and ion distributions

The electron and ion distributions at the ionosphe
boundary of the auroral cavity reveal valuable clues on
acceleration process. Unfortunately, there are several
founding issues. Intense plasma waves on both sides o
boundary, for example those displayed in Figs. 7~a!, 7~b!,
and 7~e!, can rapidly alter the distributions and make ana

FIG. 8. A magnified view~0.3 s! of the electric fields inside of the aurora
cavity from Fig. 6. ~a! Ei at a 16 kHz bandwidth.~b! E' at a 16 kHz
bandwidth. The bipolar structures inEi are characteristic of ion phase-spa
holes.
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sis more difficult. Another issue is that the spacecraft trav
nearly perpendicular toB in the auroral zone, so one cann
measure distributions functions on both sides of a para
electric field on the same magnetic flux tube.

The ion and electron distributions indicate that the n
potential between the magnetosphere and the ionosphe
the event in Fig. 7 is roughly constant at;5 kV. Within the
cavity, the electron energy fluxes in Fig. 7~c! peak at
;3.4 kV whereas the ion energy fluxes in Figs. 7~d! and 7~f!
peak at;1.6 kV. On the ionospheric side, the electron e
ergy fluxes peak at;5 kV. Thus, the simple diagram in Fig
1 is representative in this case.

Ion distributions within the cavity differ dramatically
from those in the ionosphere. Figure 9 displays distribut
functions inside the auroral cavity and in the ionosphere
mediately adjacent to the auroral cavity. In both distributio
the ions were assumed to be H1. The ionospheric distribu-
tion ~thin solid line! shows moderately dense (;4 cm23),
cold (Ti i;3 eV) population drifting anti-earthward~or to-
ward the auroral cavity! at ;50 km/s. The auroral cavity
distribution has a considerably lower density (;0.4 cm23),
higher temperature~Ti i;900 eV; the isolated ion beam
plasma sheet ions excluded, has a parallel temperatur
roughly 350 eV! and a significantly faster drift~;460 km/s!.
In Fig. 7~d!, one can see that the ion distributions inside t
auroral cavity change character. Near the ionospheric bou
ary ~;05:00:08.5 UT to;05:00:09.8 UT! the ion beam is
relatively mono-energetic yet already shows a moderate
allel heating. The ion beams from;05:00:07.0 UT to
;05:00:08.5 UT, however, display strong parallel heatin

The auroral cavity distribution and the ionospheric d
tribution clearly cannot be related by a simple adiabatic m
ping through a parallel electric field~the magnetic mirror
force does not significantly contribute over such a short d

FIG. 9. Reduced one-dimensional~1-D! ion distributions within the auroral
cavity ~thick line! and in the ionosphere~thin line!. The ions are assumed t
be H1. The dashed line is the 1-count level in a reduced bin. Both of
distributions are near the boundary between the auroral cavity and the i
sphere. Since the satellite travels mostly perpendicular toB, the distribu-
tions are from adjacent flux tubes.
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tance!. The distributions that travel from the ionosphere in
the auroral cavity have been considerably modified. Stro
low-frequency turbulence is seen throughout the auroral c
ity in almost all the 100 cases that were studied. Wave a
plitudes are most often.100 mV/m and reach more than
V/m. It is very likely, then, that wave–particle interaction
alter the ion beam emerging from the parallel electric fi
into a heated, drifting population.

Ironically, the ionospheric and auroral cavity electr
distributions can be better related by a simple adiabatic m
ping through a parallel electric field. Figure 10 displays el
tron distributions inside of the auroral cavity~thick line! and
in the ionosphere~thin line!, both near the boundary betwee
the ionosphere and the auroral cavity. The distribution be
;100 V has been removed because of possible contam
tion by spacecraft photoelectrons so the ionospheric distr
tion may have a cold core that is not displayed. The dot
line in Fig. 10 is the ionospheric distribution adjusted
1600 V representing an adiabatic evolution through a para
electric field. It is assumed that the evolved distributi
would not be greatly affected by the mirroring magnetic fie
due to the short distances~on the order of 10 km!. The ad-
justed ionospheric distribution and the distribution from
side of the cavity correspond well even though the two d
tributions were not taken on the same magnetic flux tube

V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

A 100-event study supports many of the published f
tures of the auroral cavity that were based on single-ev
analyses and small-sample surveys from the FA
satellite,1,2,6 event analyses from the Viking satellite,12 and
large-sample surveys from the S3-3 satellite.11,15 The quies-
cent auroral cavity can be well described by a static poten
structure that carries a parallel electric field with the cav

FIG. 10. Reduced 1-D electron distributions within the auroral cavity~thick
line! and in the ionosphere~thin line!. The dashed line is the ionospher
distribution adjusted by 1600 V representing an adiabatic evolution thro
a parallel electric field. Both of the distributions are near the bound
between the auroral cavity and the ionosphere. Since the satellite tr
mostly perpendicular toB, the distributions are from adjacent flux tubes.
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that the observations display a considerably more comp
structure. The potential derived from the integrated elec
field and that derived from the ion beam energy quant
tively agree providing, in total, compelling indirect eviden
of parallel electric fields. FAST observations and Dynam
Explorer observations27–29 support a model31 that includes
both a high- and low-altitude parallel electric field.

Direct observations of the parallel electric fields in t
upward current region from the Polar satellite32 and the ex-
amples presented here from the FAST satellite indicate
the parallel electric field at the ionospheric boundary of
auroral cavity may be localized to a thin layer. An amplitu
of ;100 mV/m indicates that the parallel electric field e
tends on the order of 10 km along the magnetic flux tu
roughly 10 Debye lengths (lD) in the auroral cavity and
approximately 100lD using ionospheric parameters. The o
served parallel electric fields are at the ionospheric bound
of the auroral cavity with a substantialE' . Often E'.Ei

and the ion beam is seen to abruptly appear or vanish.
The ionospheric boundary of the auroral cavity is ch

acterized by an order-of-magnitude change in the plas
density over a short distance from the cavity to the ion
sphere. The density gradient in Fig. 7~g! occurs in;100 ms
during which the satellite traveled 500 m. This scale is on
order of;1 – 5lD and;5 ion gyroradii@the perpendicular
ion temperatureO(100) eV in the cavity# indicating a thin
boundary.

Intense turbulence with frequencies below the H1 cyclo-
tron frequency and ion phase-space holes are almost alw
observed within the auroral cavity. The amplitude of the t
bulence inside of the auroral cavity is on the order of 1
mV/m which suggests that strong modification of t
charged particle distributions is possible. Intense whis
and lower hybrid emissions are seen on the ionospheric
of the cavity boundary. The electron fluxes traveling ear
ward may be unstable as they emerge from the parallel e
tric field at the ionospheric boundary of the auroral cavity

The ionospheric ion distributions indicate a relative
cold population (;3 eV) drifting anti-earthward and there
fore toward the parallel electric field. Interestingly, the o
served drift velocity in the spacecraft frame is adequate
satisfy the Bohm criterion for a stationary double layer. T
accelerated ion distribution inside of the auroral cavity in
cates rapid parallel heating, an observation that is consis
with the intense low-frequency turbulence that is charac
istic of the auroral cavity. The anti-earthward traveling io
beam often contributes the majority of the plasma density
the auroral cavity and the hot plasma sheet ions make up
remainder.

A comparison of the electron distributions on either si
of the ionospheric boundary of the auroral cavity indica
that the distributions adiabatically evolve through the para
electric field. The majority of the cold ionospheric electro
fluxes are reflected by the parallel electric field at the bou
ary of the auroral cavity. A portion of the precipitating ele
trons fluxes that are reflected or scattered in the ionosp
and the secondary electron fluxes that they emit have s
cient energy to penetrate the parallel electric field and c
stitute a little less than one half of the auroral cavity electr
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density. This electron population may play a large role in
location and structure of the parallel electric fields. The
celerated electron fluxes emerging into the ionosphere
be unstable which is consistent with the intense lower hyb
and electrostatic whistler waves.

Direct observations of parallel electric fields have no
been verified by two different satellite instruments, alb
with a similar design. Although the statistics are uncerta
parallel electric fields with amplitudes.100 mV/m are de-
tected in roughly 5% of the low-altitude (,4175 km) auroral
cavity crossings determined by the presence of an ion b
in the FAST satellite survey. No similar statistic is availab
from the Polar satellite survey, however, the detection rat
the parallel electric field of these amplitudes is very roug
what would be expected. The observed electric field str
tures, ion distributions, and electron distributions sugg
that the ionospheric boundary of the auroral cavity appear
be self-constantly supported by an oblique, asymme
double layer.
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